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Abstract

Answers to nine important questions concerning standard-setting
issues and methods are offered in the, paper:

1. Should normative or content-referenced standards be used?

Different standard-setting methods yield different rsuits.
What iS_yoUr reactidh:td_ this finding? That of your
Cltent0 DdeS thiS finding present a problem for the
application Of various standard-setting methods?

3. Assess the adequacy of the grounding of various methods of
standard-setting in psychological and/or psychometric theory.

4. Should standards be validated? If so, how can this be done?

5. Within the context of the -overall problem of standard-
setting, consider the roles that are or should be played_ by
the clieht,_technical consultant,_ candidates, and other
actors. What is the proper role of the public?

To what extent should standard-setting processes attempt to
formally incorporate social/political considerations into
the decision-making process?

7. What are the ethical responsibilities of the technical
consultant?

8. Why have developments come so slowly? How do you view the
future of standard-setting?

9. What are the key short-term and long-term research problems
that st-rould be addressed?
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Standard-Setting: State of the Art, and Future Prospectutl.

Ronald K. Hambleton
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

In the time I have this afternoon I would like to offer some brief

answers to the nine important questions (listed in Appendix A) posed by

John Meskauskas, the organizer of this symposium. I will not give equal

time to the nine questions in my remarks this afternoon since I have

limited expertise and/or no informed opinions 'in several of the areas.

1. Normative Versus Content-Referenced Standards

The use of normative standardt (i.e., setting the pass rate withOUt

regard for the examinee population or the difficulty of the test) is

clearly inconsistent With the batic goall of criterion-referenced testing.

That goal is to assess each candidate in relation to a set of

clearly stated objectives or tasks. The score a candidate receives on a

CRT or the mastery status he/she is assigned to should not depend upon the

performance of other candidates_takingthe test. On the other hand, it

would be fool ish to implement a standard using one of the

content-referericed methods without any knowledge of the implications.

Information about actual (or expected) score distributions should be

provided to standard-setters Both Richard Jaeger in North Carolina

(Jaeger, 1982) and PaUl Williams in Maryland have been very successful with.'

1 Laboratory of Psychometric and Evaluative Research Report No 142.

Amherst, MA: School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1983.
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such a strategy. In fact; I would go one step further. I would make

available to groups setting a Standard, infcrmation such as item difficulty

and the percentage of candidates selecting each answer choice. There is

ample evidence in the psychometric literature revealing the many seemingly

minor aspects of items that influence item difficulty. The judgmental

review will be more informed when reviewers have access to both score

distributions and the complete item analysis information.

In summary, I certainly don't want to defend the use of normative

standards', but I do support the setting of standards influenced by th& use

of test score distributions from appropriate groups of examinees:

2. Different Standard-Setting Methods==Dicferent Result&

I have never worried about this question nor felt it was worthy of

all the attention it has received from researchers. I feel this way for

three reasons: First, there is no reason to expect various- methods to lead

to the same standard; Thse methods are often based on dIfferent notions

of minimal 'competence and utilize substantially different kinds of

information (e.g., judges ratings of test items versus distribution§ of

examinee test scores). For example, statistical tests used by educational

researchers do not always lead to the same conclusions but there is no cry

that I hear for discontinwing the use of statistical methods in research

studies. Second, the generalizability of resultS from comparative_ studies

is often very limited because the effects of any changes in the

implementation of a method are typically unknown. For example, how much

difference in the selected standard would there be if judges were provided

With the correct answers to the test questions they reviewed? Fnally, I

feel that the resulting standard is not the most appropriate consideration

4
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in;thoosing a method. That is, a method should not usually be chosen

specifically because it leads to higher or lower standards' than standards

obtained from other methods. For example, some groups haVe'preferred

the NedelSky method (Nedelsky, 1954) because it usually leads to a lower

standard than Other content standard-setting methods. The.field of
. _

competency testing would be substantially better served if more attention

from researchers, and standard setters, were given to the total

standard-setting process which inclUdet everything froM the initial

discussions of the importance of the decisions to be made with the test and

available resources, to deciding on the scope and specifics of the

procedure (for example, will judges be used, and if so,'how will they be

seletted? Will test'results be used, ar0=4fso, how will they be used?

What will the nature be of the judging task -- for example, evaluating

distractors or test items?), to the implementation of the procedure, and

finally; to combining the various pieces of data in a specified way to

arrive at a final standard (or standards).

3. Adequacy of Grounding±of Standard-Setting Methods
in Psychometric and Psychological Theory

I can't think of any 0SychOlogical theory providing z sound basiS for

Standard-setting except on a few criterion-referenced tests which provide

specific information about child developmental levels. Here, there may be

psychological theories and research results that relate developmental

levels to specific levels of performance on (say) learning tasks. Such

theories may provide a basis for standard-setting. For example, if a child

has not reached a particular stage in (say) Piaget's paradigm for

conservation of numbers, then there is no good reason for exposing a child

to a high level skill in mathematics.:



With respect to psychometric foundations, I only note here that there

now exists a well-developed criterion-referenced test theory. The present

psychometric theory provides a framework for assessing the reliability and

validity of any standard that'is set. In that sense at leaSt I think

present standard-setting methods are "well-grounded" in psychometric

theory.

4. Necessity of Validating Standards

Should it be done? Of course. To ask the question, "Is the standard

valid?" is to ask, "Will the particular choiceof a standard result in a

valid classification of examinees?" The question is approached in the same

way as any other test validity question; Threats to validity should be

addressed and studied. r,idence must be compiled to support or refute the

mastery classifications and intended uses of the classifications. Validity

evidence usually comes in two broad forms: evidence pertaining (1.) to the

selection of a standard, and (2) to the actual functioning of the standard.

The first type of evidence comes in the form of ..a measure of

agreement reflecting the similarity of standards :in different groups (e.g.,

national leadert, university instructors, and practicing professionals).

With respect to the latter type of evidence, information on the percent of

examinees who are correctly classified in contrasting groups or the perceht

of examinees who are classified in the same way by the test of interest and

an external criterion measure would be especially useful. Other experiments

can.be easily thought of. The available time and money; and importance of

the test, will help to determine the emphasis;



With respect to reliability information, of interest would be the

distribution of standards for judges from similar backgrOunds. This type

of information would be especially meaningful when each judge's ratings are

prepared independently. Alternately, when comparable groups are formed,

the distribution of standards across groups will be of interest on some

other appropriate measure of consistency or agreement.

5. Roles of Various Players in the - Process
(Client, Technical Consultant, Publicr

Of course the answer to this difficult question will be situation

specific. The technical consultant s role is the easiest to define.

His /her task it to intLre that (1) the Standard-setting plan is

thoughtfully developed with appropriate inpUt from relevant groups and

individuals; (2) the plan is fully implemented and when revisions are made,

justifications are sound; and (3) the total process is:documented with

reasons available for all= of the key decisions; and (4) the plan and its

implementation are consistent with up-to-date standard-setting methods and

procedures. The acceptability of the resulting standard will depend

greatly on the appropriateness and justification of the process. It is

likely to depend very little on which'particular method was implemented

Figure 1 provides some guidance to the consultant on areas which must be

addressed in the planning stages for a standard-setting study.

6. Incorporation of Social /Political Considerations

For this question I will liMit my discussion to political matters

associated with using decision theory to set cut-off scores. The choice of

cut =off score, for example, in the contextof baSic skills programs and
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certification exams, will ultimately impact on the perceptions the publit

has of these testing pi7ograms. What will. these perceptions be when policy-
_

Makers announce that a group of carefully selected judges, in some cases,

100s, set a standard of 70% and the optimal cut-off score as identified

With decision theory methOdology was 60 %, and so the latter value will be

used to make mastery/nonmastery decisions? What will the judges who

labored over their task think? Will the public feel that the cut-off

score was'lowered so that more persons could pass and make the institutions

training the examinees appear to be better than they,are? And, if the

optimal cut-off score is set at 80% will every candidate between 70% and

79% sue? And; will candidates scoring below 70% sue on the grounds that
/ .

the resulting confusion over standards and cut-off scores could onlybe

created by fools and so why should they be penaliZed for the incompetence

of the test designers?

But, there is more. It is common at the district and state
/

levels in

the U.S. to compar student performance in different subject areas. While

aftittedly faulty reasoning, policy makers often feel they can be fair to

all concerned by establishing common standards across subject ar'eas. The

use of optimal cut -off scores resulting (in general) in different cut-off

scores across subject areas would lead to heated debates; For example; the

mathematics people could claim their standards were higher; and thereby\

explain away the fact that More students fa-iled mathematics than othe0

subjects; They might take- pride in the results, or they might even feel"

that they and their students are being unfairly treated. Clearly, in

important testing situations it will be _difficult to predict all of the

questions which might arise when standards and cut -off scores differ, and
/

even more difficult to.respond to the questions!

6



Z. Ethical Responsibilities of the Technical Consultant

The ethical responsibilities for a technical consultant are no

-different in the context of standard-setting problems than the ethical

responsibilities of a measurement specialist at any time he/she is working

with a client The measurement specialist is responsible for providing

accurate technical information and exhibiting sound professional judgment

in using measurement models and procedures. to more can be expected and

certainly no less.

8. Slowness-of-Developments/Future of Standard-Setting

First of all I disagree with the premise of the first part of the :

question; It seems to me that considerable progress has been made since

the early 1970s. Before 1971, probably the only standard-setting methods

in the psychometric literature were the Nedelsky and the contrasting groups

methods. In 1983 it can be said that there is no shOrtage of (1)

discussions of issues associated "with standard-setting (for example, see

the special Winter 1978 issue of the Journal of Educational Measurement),,

(2) Methods for standard setting (Meskauskas, 1976; Millman, 1973; Popham,

1981), and (3) reviews of the methOds(Glass, 1978; Shepard, 1980a,

1980b). Also, Hambleton (1978), Linn (1978), and Shepard (1976) have

offered recommendations for setting standards, and Popham (1978) and

Livingston and Zieky (1982) have offered steps for implementing several of
lh

the more promising methods. Perhaps the pace of new research findings has

lagged behind the pace with which competency testing programs. have been

implemented in the schools and at the state level; and the implementation

of certification and licensure exams. Still, the pace seemed.very fast to

me.
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Consider norm-referenced testing. Norm-referenced testing models and

methods have been under development for seventy years and the work is still

going strong! Consider, for example, the present amount of work on item

response theory (IRT) and generalizability theory.

9. Research Topics1

There are many research questions that need to be addressed in the

coming years so that factors influencing the results can be identified and

their effects estimated. Figure 2 provides a long litt of important

research questions. Time permits a brief. consideration of only two. 'Matt

of the questions are discussed y Hambleton and Powell (1983).

The first question is:

When judg es are arr nged into working groups, what is
the optimal group size, and should the groups be
formed homogeneously or heterogeneously?

Of course, the first question ts whether or not to form working groups.

Workino grbyps should be forMed when (1) there is interest in promoting

discussion among the participants and the total group of standard-setters

is too large to permit effective discussion, (2) comparability of standards

across Similar groups, or, if you-like, the reliability of a standard, is

Of interest- (when there are dissimilar factions present they shotild be

StribUted UniforMily across the groups); or (3) comparability of

standards, or, if you like, the Validity of a standard across dittiMilar

groups (e.g., national leaders in the field, versus practicing

1Most of the material in this section is from a paper by Hambleton
and Powell (1983).



professionals), is of interest. The second situation calls for groups that

_

can be considered -to be very similar; but within each group there will be

substantial_he'terogeneity to reflect the diversity among individuals

involved in the standard-setting procedure; Of special interest is the

stability of the selected standard across similar groups. The third

situation calls for groups that represent the various factions selected to

participate in the standard-setting procedure. The groups will often

differ substantially in backgrounds; perspectives and priorities.

However; there is often ilatively more similarity among members of each

group; Of interest in this situation is the similarity of the obtained

\

standard across different \groups. Since both approaches for -grouping

judges haVe contiderable\ \merit, incorporating both within a single

standard-setyng procedure woU)d seem to be highly desirable:

\

The second question is:

Should item content be considered with.Or without
examinee item perf7Mance data?

In reviewing item content; some standard- setters have advocated thatjudges

consider the performance levels (item difficulties)! of relevant examinee

samples on the test items of interest. When item performance data are

used it is essential that they be obtained on groupS of examinees who can

be clearly described; This type of data; hoWever, is usually both

time-consuming and expensive to collect. Still; most reetrchers in the

field highly endorse the detirability of this type of information (for

example, see Linn, 1978; Popham, 1981; epard, 1980b). Popham (1981); for

example, recommends that the test results of non=instructed, recently
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instructed, and previously instructed groups be made available to

standard-setters.

The difficulty of making absolute judgments about_item content (that

is, judgment ih the absence of any performance data) is well - known. At the

same time, in the context of criterion-referenced testing -it is not/usually
.

considered desirable to weight normative data too heavily either in testi

construction or in standard setting. One'possible:oompromise betWeen the

absolute and normative positions could involve supplying extensive item

analysis 'data to judges who would use the 'data to explore the cognitive

processes involved for the examinee population) i6 anSwering each item'
I

!

Item analysis data might include among other things the percent of high'-
1

and low-scoring examinees choosing each item alternative; along with item
. ,

difficulty and discrimination statistic's: The standards thus set would be

"abSelute" but informed by normative data.

One of the major sources of difficulty: in setting' standards' is that

WO dO not usually know exactly what our te.7.t items are geasuring; in the

ideal situation we know what it is we intend them to be measuring, but that

is not usually perfectly operationalized in_actual items. If we were

completely knowledgeable about the relation of responses -to an item and the

objective we wish to measure, we would prably feel more confident in

setting standards on the basis of actual items. This is probably the

source of our desire to see performance data when judging items: we want

some evidence that the item is really measuring what we intend. However,

we should be very clear about the fact that what we want here is-construct

validity evidence for: the test items; This suggests that we should be

looking at a wide variety'of data on the item; and not simply at p-values.
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Extensive item analysis data would be helpful in this endeavor; as would

-experimental data possibly collected expressly for a standard-setting

study. The general point here is that it is not possible to make absolute

,iudgments about performance on test items without knowing exactly what that

performance reflects.

.Conclusion

I am pleased with the progress that has been made in the iati la to

15 years: Issues have been identified, new methods have .been doveio068 and

field-tested; and guidelines.forimplementing many of the methods are

available.

My major concern with the work going on is that too often groups

setting standards define the task too narrowly. Standard-setting is far

more than choosing and implementing a method. It is essential to consider

the total standard setting process which includes 'the planning;

iMplemehtatioh, data analysis,and documentation stages. A rationale and

justification for each decision made in the standard-setting process should
_

be aVailable and documented. In.addition, the process should be carried

out according to'the plan and .variations should be docuMehted.

Finally, when sound professional judgment is combined with

stag-of -the -art standard-setting methods and procedures, districts,

states, and organizations can be very proud of their efforts. Nothing more

can be expected. They may still: be sued, bUt at least they will have a

strong position from to defend themselvesj
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Appendix A

Questions AddreSsed.By the Panel

I. Should normative or content-referenced standards be used?

2. Different standard-setting methods yield different results.
What is your reaction to this finding? That of your clients?
Does this finding present a problem for the application of
various standard-setting methods?

3. Assess the adequacy of
\
t grounding of various methods of

standard-setting in psychological and/or psychometric,theory.

4. Should standards be validated? If so, how can this be done?

5. Within the context of the overall problem of standard-setting,
consider the roles that are or should be played by the client,
technical consultant, candidates, and other actors. What is the
proper role of the public?

.

6. To what extent should standard-setting processes attempt to
formally incorporate social/political considerations into the
decision-making process?

7. What are the ethical responsibilities of the technical constAtant?

8. Why have developments come so slowly? How do you view the
future of standard-setting?

9. What are the key short-term and long-term research problems that
should be addressed?



Figure 1. A listing of context-setting.variables in a
standard7setting procedure.

Context-Setting Variables

1. Importance of the decisions being made.

Consider these questions:

a. How many individuals tre directly and indirectly affected
by the decisions to be based on the test? (For example,
what resources are available to remediate those who are
identified as non-masters? How many non=masters can be
handled effectively?)

b. What are the possible educational, psychological, finan-
cial, and other consequences of the decisions?

c. What is the duration of the consequences?

2 AVAilnbility )f resources.

Consider these questions:

. a lien 1:i.th Money, tiMe, and material are availahleto
4.t.y (Alt the sthndnrd-setting procedure? Whnt level
teennicAl expertise is available (in-hou or

otherWi80) to complete the work?

b. Are the resources_ fixed or flexible? (For example, can
the budget items for the total project be rearranged to
hire additional consultants and collect additional data?
Can additional time be obtained to carry_out the pro-i--
oedure?)_

. Test forruat(s); content-, and length.

Cbnuider these questions:

14114t item formats are used in the test (e.g.,`9JuItiple-
true,-false,-short-answer, essay; perfor 'nce)?

i,. Whli. content areas are covered by the test? test
tbiuzprin or item specificatiOns would usually

adli'ess the question.)

Now many test item; are presented in each of the item
formats?
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4. Laws.

Consider these questions:

a. Do the laws state the groups who should be involved in the
Standard-setting procedure?

b.4 Does the la provide a definition of the "minimally
7/' competent ca didate"?

Do the laws apdress whether"compensatory" or "non-
compensatorY" decision-making models should be used?

Consider these questions:

a; Is the testing program relatively new?
.

b. Will there,be an opportunity later:to review the
standard(s)?
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Judges

Figure 2. A listing of questions which must be addressed
in a standard-setting procedure.

WhiCh demographic variables should be used in selecting
judges?

b. Hew ShOdld names of possible judges-be generated?

`0- Which indiViduals_should be ihvolved in the judge selection
process (and why)?

d. How many judges should. be selected to participate?

Should judges be volunteers or should they be conscripted?

f. -SlhouId judges be selected to be representative of some
constituency?

LT Should "expert" judges be ::::ferred over representatives of
groups of interest?

11; When judges are:arranged into working'groups, what is the
;rroup size; and should the groups be formed home-

,r:-curly or heterogeneously?

Jat'from judges be discarded when there is rcasn to
t.h:It they were unqualified to do the job; or carried

,ut the tack in a "sio_pp,'Lfashion?__Sheuld-spee-ific-steps
1,---t2keif-ti'Fi-di:sh-tify "poor" judges?

judge:-. be paid for their time?

.Alts it,..ms

. ,
ShbUld item, gjudged indiVidually or "globally" in roups?

. Should item distractOrs _be judged individually '1r should
the tothl itm=be: judged?

c. Should all or the test items be jtidged or only a sample?

d. jtidpyWilt:3 be made of the actual test items or
"example" it0a.:?

e; Should the. judgments be based on a review of the test items
or the objectives they were prepared to measure?



f. Should item content be considered with or without examinee
item performance data?

Should items be sorted in any way to aid judges?

h. Should the correct answers be identified for judges?

1. Should judges prepare their ratings independently
or as part ofla group process in which each item is deliber-
ated on and discussed before final judgments are made?

g.

Naturt: of the JudgmehtalTrocess

a. Should a single judgment/item be made or. should an iterative
process be used where judges have_an opportunity to revise
their opinions based upon feedback in one form or another
from other judges?

b. Ih combining judgments across individuals and/or groups
should weights be used_(1)_tO reflect the perceived import=
ance of each individual and/or group, (2) group size, .etc.?

c. Should differences between individuals and/or groups be re-.
solved by averaging, by reaching consensus, or some other.
method?

d. Should_ rnevi.ut--,:meat -errir be considered in setting a standard?

Should a standard of performance be set on each objective,
on the tot tl test score, or both?

f. When a stanoird for each objective measured by a test i8 set,
now many u)jc-1,ives must an examinee pass to be identified as
a "master "?

F.;hoUld_More a single standard b set for each objective
r on th-c totn1 tact?

,;uhgroups ofexaminecsior whom a different,
.1.AndnrdsY should be set?

-of r T 14 1:+241 1r 1 1:- i-011

:;hould L;cere distributions of
and percent of masters informtion
setting standards (i.e.; if 15% of
year; the same percent should fail
information for the judges; or not

previous examinee groups
be used exclusively_in

.

the cxamineesfailed.last
this year), as background-
at all?
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b, Should the test performance of contrasting groups be_cOmpared

along with.a consideration of the rates:cf false-positive and

false-negative error rates with different standards?

c. Is there time in the procedure
data (e44., frOM "masters" and
score performance for examinee

d. Should the scatter plot between
external criterion measure (e;g
studied?

to collect valid criterion
"non-masters") And_tebt
groups of interest?

scores On-thetest and an
a performance test) be

e. Should a definition of "mastery" and-,"non-mastery" or the

minimally competent -candidate be prepared?. If so, who should

prepare it and how detailed shouldjt be?

Data Analysis

a.

b.

0.

When several groups of judges are
in standards be resolved?

used, how should differences

When more than one standard-setting method is used, how should

differencesi be resolved?
_

ShOuld. weightS:-be-attached. to different itypes of errors and

u:eci in the proc..088 Or-standard setting? If so, whb should

set theweight, how should it be done?

2u


